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CDS® – Retrofit Service
Next generation: follow-up for
MOVIDYN® servo-technology

Next generation:
The product series MOVIAXIS®
and MOVIDRIVE®
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CDS® – the modular service portfolio

Continuity and availability for machines and systems

SEW-EURODRIVE will assure continuity and
availability for machines and systems
When it’s time for

Secure your system’s productivity

a retrofit …

with individually designed followup and modification kits out of the
modular CDS® service portfolio.

The drive and automation industry is developing with incredible dynamic. A growing level of
innovation, performance, precision and adaptability is expected of modern drive technology

SEW-EURODRIVE offers you a spare parts supply with a much longer
availability than what the market typically expects. When modern
technology makes maintenance for older machines and systems
problematic, and when EMC standards can no longer be guaranteed
and system availability can no longer be assured, then it’s time to
resort to new technology.

The next generation: a retrofit with MOVIAXIS® and MOVIDRIVE® for
modernizing your machines and systems. Who’d ever expected so
much more precision and performance from existing systems?

and automated control engineering. This in turn enables better production results and at the
same time, costs and energy consumption will be reduced.

Retrofit Service

What we offer you
Naturally, this development leads to increasingly shorter product life cycles, especially with
respect to electronic products. More and more
system operators have identified this potential
and hence renew and enhance the functionalities of their systems. With modernized technology, they are able to achieve higher, more reliable system availability, save costs for inspection
and maintenance and reduce their energy consumption. SEW-EURODRIVE offers the products,

know-how and the service you need to optimally
accommodate conversions in your system’s
productivity. When you reach the end of your
product life cycle, or you’re in the process of
modernizing your equipment, then you’ll most
likely require a precise diagnosis, the correct
components and fast, competent action. This is
exactly what SEW-EURODRIVE will offer you.

Your advantages at a glance

– Recording of installed MOVIDYN® components
		
		 - Determine the installed hardware
		
		 - Parameter and circuitdiagram analysis
		
		 - Software analysis

– Standstill times are kept to a minimum

– Advice and recommendation for securing the availability of your drive systems

– Reduced energy consumption

– Evaluation of existing MOVIDYN® components

– Reduced mechanical wear

– Installation of replacement and / or new units
		
		 - Change in wiring / create new wiring diagram (EPLAN®)
			
			 Hardware adaptation / Recording of new 				
		
			 components in the CDM® data bank
		
		 - Parameter setting for frequency inverters
			
			 and adaptation of internal programs (MOVIDYN®)
		
		 - Start-up together with customer’s employees

– Comfortable handling
– Storage can be optimized
MOVIDYN® – already running for years in numerous

– Implementation of innovative technology

machines and systems around the world. Since cer-

– Service-efficient follow-up products

tain electronic components are no longer available,
the maintenance of affected drive inverters becomes
impossible. New generation units on the other hand
offer opportunities and improvements

MOVIDYN®

– Complete project implementation
– Training activities
– Production monitoring and support
– Optional: Refresh service

previously unimagined.

Retrofit service forms part of CDS® –
the modular service portfolio by
SEW-EURODRIVE.
j Green light for your production.

You don’t only have to replace MOVIDYN® products
when modernizing your systems. We also apply
the same competence for modernizing non-SEW
control and drive technology.

